EXHIBIT 1(i)

following the line of least resistance by keeping on the good side of the
powerful section" .29

4.1

THE CONSTITUTION OF 1962

The first Censtitution of Pakistan which took nearly nine years to complete
lasted no mere than two and a half years. It was abrogated on 7 October,
1958 by General Ayub Khan. In his proclamation, imposing the Martial
Law, General Ayub Khan, inter alia, stated :
"The Constitution which was brought into being on 23rd
March, 1956, after so many tribulations, is unworkable. It is full
of dangerous compromises that Pakistan will soon disintegrate
internally, iftht! inherent malaise is not remuved". )O
A Martial Law ordinance declared that the Islamic Republic of Pakistan was
to be known as Pakistan. The expression ' Islamic Republic' was dropped.
'Characteristic of the Government's initial attitude was a statement of Mr.
Manzur Qadir the Foreign Minister who was the author of the 1962
Constitution, declared that I did' not say at any time whether the future
Constitution will be Islamic or not;' .)! It wus up to the elected representatives
to work out the 'details,)2. Bdore the promulgation of the Constitution in
1962, General Ayub Khan introduced the Muslim Family Laws through an
Ordinance on March 2, 1961. Unmitigated poly gamy was abolished <..Onsent
of the cu.rrent wife was made mandatory for a second maITiage', brakes were
placed on the practice of instant divorce where men pronounced it
irrevocably by pronouncing taiaq tfJrice in one go. The Arbitration Council
set up under the law in the uruan and rural areas was to deal with the
following cases:
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I.

grants of sanction to a person to contract a second marnage
during the subsiste,nce of a marriage;

II.

Reconciliation of a dispute between a husband and a wife;

IiI.

Grant of maintenance to the wife and children.

All Muslim marriages were to be compulsorily registered with

registrar~

to

be appointed by union Councils, one in each ward. The Registrars were also
empowered to perform marriages. For

~uch

services they were to be paid

substantial fees. The offices of Registra ..s were filled by Imams and Khatibs.
A sum of Rs . 5 crores annually went into the pockets of these religious
leaders as a result of tl 'e ft!es prescribed by the ordinance. When Jamaat-i-

Islami launched an agitation against this " un-Islamic" Law, religious leaders
either supported the. President or kept aloof from the movement. Having
secured the vested interests of the mullah. the President promulgated the
West Pakistan Waq(Properties Ordinance, 1961 on October 23, 1961.
According to this law the Governmellt took over huge and valuable
properties of Muslim trusts. The Chief Administrator could even sell or
otherwise dIspose of any of these properties. and spend their incomes under
the various schemes to be pre pared by him. Enormous funds recovered from
the waq(properties, which previously went into private pockets, were not at
the disposal of the Government. SC'me of these funds were spent on the
salaries of the Imams and Khatibs of important mosques . The President was
able thus to get further support from these religious leaders who were
already indebted to him for being provided with jobs under the Family Laws
Ordinance. 1961 .
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The President announced the Constitutior. in a broadcast on March I, 1962.
The new Constitution differed in several respects from the late constitution.
For the first time the presidential form of government was introduced in
Pakistan. We will, however, confine ourselves to the Islamic provisions
only.
The identification with Islam was formally retained. The preamble of the
1956 Constitution was retained with some modifications. In the first
paragraph of the preamble of the 1956 Constitution is a sentence "authority
to be exerci! ed by the people of P'lkistan within the limits prescribed by Him
1

(Allah) is a sacred trust. ".1· This sentence was omitted in the 1962
Constitution. The Objectives Res J luti c ll of 1949

011

which the Preambles of

the 1956 and 1962 Constitutions are based include the following sentence:
"The sovereignty over the entire universe belongs to God
Almighty alone and authority which He has delegated to the
State of Pakistan through its people for beii1g

~xercised

within

the limits prescribed by Him as a sacred trust".)·1
The aspect of delegation of authority was done away with the 1956
Constitution while the 1962 constitution tried to get away from the 'limits
prescribed by Him". But as a result of the first ame'1dment made in 1963 the
words were restored. This was the result of the pressure exercised by the
orthodox section of the National Assembly who demanded strengthening of
the Islamic provisions of the Constituti on. The word "Islamic was initially
deleted from the nomenclature of the State "Islamic Republic of Pakistan",
but it was later restored under similar pressure. The Constitution of 1956
referred to the Quran and Sunnah in Article 198 but the new Constitution
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replaced the "Quran and Sunnah" with the word 'lsl.1m'. In the text of the
1956 constitution there was a note at the end of Article 198 which read:
"In the application of the article to the personal law of a Muslim
sect, the expression Quran and Sunnah shall mean the Quran
and Sunnah as interpreted by the Sect".35
This note had the effect of permanent recognition of sects within the Muslim
Community. The note was deleted, indicating a desire to cut across
differences among various schools of thought as a pre-condition of
compiling i\ code of Islamic: law to which all legislation should confonn. The
new constitution substituted for Article 198 of the late Constitution a c!ause
on the 'principles of law making' to the effect that "no law should be
repugnant to Islam".J6 The responsibility of deciding whether a proposed
piece of legislation disregarded or violated the spirit of Islam was that of the
legislature concerned. The provision in the new constitution that no law
should be repugnant to lsi 1m was not er.forceable in a court of law, while
Article 198 of the late con';titution dealing with the same subject was
enforceable in a Court of Law.
There was no provision in the

fiE

w Constitution to bring the legal code of the

country in c:onfonnity witI- the laws of Islam it was, however, ensured
through the first amendment that all existing laws shall be brought in
confonnity with the Holy Qura'7 alld Sunnah. Further, while in the original
constitution of 1962 it was simply p;ovided that "no law shall be repugnant
to Islam", i'. was elaborated with the additional words: "No law shall be
repugnant to the teachings and requirements of Islam as set out in the Holy

Quran and Sunnah".37 The amendment restored the footnote to Article 198
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of the 1956 constitution stating that the expression Quran and Sunnah shall
mean the Quran and Sunnah as interpreted by the sect concerned.
The Directive Principles of both the Cor stitutions were the same except for
the fact that instead of using the 1956 formula which talkp.d of enabling
Muslims "to live in accordance with t:le Holy Quran and Sunnah"J8; the
1962 constitution confined itself to fundamental principles and basic
concepts of Islam.
Constitution neither made Islam the State religion of Pakistan nor created an
ecclesiastical department to deal with religious affairs. Both adopted the
same Directive Principles of Policy with minor differences. The Constitution
of 1962 laid down the Principles that:}9

1.

Teaching of the Quran and fslamiat to the Muslims of Pakistan
should be made compulsory- the word fslamial was not u3ed
in a similar article of the 1956 Constitution;

II.

unity and observances of Islamic moral standards would be
promoted among the Muslims of Pakistan;

III.

Proper organization of Zakat, Auqaf and mosques should be
ensured.

Article 21 provides that the bonds of unity among Muslim countries should
be preserved and strengthened . A similar provision was also made in the
1956 Constitution ; The Head of the Strite was to continue to be a Muslim.
Under Alticle 199, the Constitution of 1962 p~ovided for an Advisory
Council of Islamic Ideology to he appointed by the President. It was to
consist of not less than five or not more than twelve members who hold
office for three years. The Council was not confined to theologians like the
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Board of Ulema proposed under the constitutional draft of i952, but was to
comprise persons who had an t:nders:anding of appreciation of Islam and of
economic, political, legal and administrative problems of Pakistan. The Law
Minister, Mr. Mohammed Munir, claimed that the Council of Islamic
Ideology "represents the first instance where in modem history an effort is
being made to bring Islam in contact with modem political, legal, ethical,
social and economic conditions and to present new and unanticipated
problems for solution to a jurisprudence which has for almost a thousand
years

been

tn.

a

static

condition.,,40

The

Council

was

to

make

recommendations to the Governments, beth Central and Provincial; as to
steps and means which would enable and encourage the Muslims of Pakistan
to order their lives in accordance with the principles and concepts of Islam.

It is to advise the President, a provinci:1l governor, the National Assembly or
the Provincial Assemb!y or any queslicn referred to it for advice whether a
proposed law is or is not repugnant to the Quran and Sunnah. The advice of
the Council is not billding on the legishlture or the President. The Legislative
Assembly is the final arbitrator. Explaining the relations between the
Council and the Legislature,

Pre~;jdent

Ayub asserted:

"This body is an advisory body. It is not an elected body. It
cannot have super-power over the elected body. It is the
legislature and the' President who will be elected by the people.
It is, therefore, they who finally Dccept the responsibility for
making laws and giving decisions. The function of the Council
is to produce considered. well thought out, scientific advice.
But they cannot be put in a position of veto, That will be
fatal.,,41
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The Islamic Research Institute, which was provided for under Article 197 of:
the 1956 constitution was retained as Article 207 in the constitution of 1962.
The main objective of the Institute was "to assist in the re construction of
Muslim -Society on a truly Islamic basis".42 The Constitution of the Institute
enumerates the following four objectives:
I.

to define Islam in terms of its fundamentals in a rational and
liberai

~anner

and to emphasize among other, the basic Islamic

ideals of universal brotherhood, tolerance and social justice;
II.

to interpret the teachings of Islam in sllch a way as to bring out
its dynamic character in the context of the intellectul1 and
scientific progress of (he l:-lodern world;

III.

to carry out research :n the contribution of Islam to science a!1d
culture with a view to enabling the Muslims to recapture an
eminent position in tllese' lields;

IV.

to take appropriate measures for organizing and encouragmg
research in Islamic history, philosophy, law, jurisprudence etc.

President Ayub Khan, who promulbated the constitution of 1962, explained
his own concept o f an Isiamic state as "While all sovereignty belongs to
Allah, the' people of an Islamic State have the authority to organize and
admini~ter their affairs":) Turning to the Ulema's concept of an Isiamic

State he remarked that "the only way of having an Islamic Constitution was
to hand over the country to the Ulema and b ~seech them".44 He further
remarked that "this is precisely what thr ulema wanted . A Constitution can
be regarded as Islamic only if it were drafted by the Ulema and conceded
them the authority to judge and goveln the people. This was a position
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which neither the people nor I was prepared to accept, opposed as it was to
the fundam::ntal democratic principle Ih9.t all authority must vest in the
people".45
The Constitution of 1962, like the one of 1956 recognized the implication of
the ideological foundations of Pakistan. In his speech promulgating the
Constitution, President Ayub Khan said :
"Being an ideological state. our first objective must be to
adhere unflinchingly to our ideology-the ideology of Islam. It
is for this that we demanded Pakisl<!n In this world of growing
skepticism, penetrating enquiry and exacting reason, we shall
be proving that Islam is timeless; that it is dynamic and can
move with times; that it is a practical code of life here and an
effective passport for life hereafter".46
Both the

cons~itutions,

however, rejected the idea of r::viving the universal

Khilafat, but at the same time affirmed the need for promoting bonds of
unity among Muslim States. The Constitution of 1962 did not sharply
deviate from the basic philosophy of the 1956 constitution. It, however,
adopted a more liberal attitude. The parliamentary system was replaced by
the Presidential system.

Tr~

1962 Constitution not only preserved the

Islamic content of the old Constitution but also enlarged the scope of the
earlier Islamic provisions by int.roducing the in3titution of Advisory Council
oflsIamic Ideology.

The hopes raised by Mr. Justice Mun;r at the appointment of the Council of
Islamic Ideology which was supposed to open the !leod-gates of ij(ihad after
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a thousand years of intellectual inertia on the part of the Muslim scholars
were morl! than helied by its poor performance.
The first annual report submitted by the council pertains to the year 1964
and comprises. no more than two pages. In 1965 the Council met only three
times and made recommendations about "dulteration of food, kidnapping of
children,

traffic

offences,

smuggling,

imported

literature,

obscenity,

compulsory military training in educational institutions, reorientation of
legal studies and compulsory study 0f Islam from kindergarten to the
graduation level.
In 1966, the Council held four meetings and met only for
whole year. It made

recommendation~

J5

days in the

about marriages between Muslims

and non-Muslims, adoption of children, separate religious education for Shia
students. It considered (he implica·.ions of Riba and recommended the setting
up of a religious affairs authority but the recommendation was returned by
the Government for clarification. In 1967 the Council met for 12 days in
three meetings. Two were held in Rawalpindi and one in Dacca. Nothing of
signi ticance came Ollt of the del il1eration.
Two meetings were held durinG 1971, each lasting three days. A blueprint
for an Islamic Social Order was considered. There is a gap of 3 years again
and one comes across next an interim report for 1974-1975. The Council met
four times during the year and made recommendations about national dress
and Zakar.

A new Council ofIslamic Ideology was seT up in February, 1974 with a teml
of three years. The Council submitted its tirst inter:m report direct to the
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speakers of the Assemblies for being laid before the Assemblies. It was so
. discuss<:d and adopted by the Assemblies 01 Elalochistan and N.W.F.P.
No action was taken by the spt!akers of other Assemblies but the Central
Government amendec the rules of procedure requiring the Council to submit
its report, to the Central Govt. After this no rerort was laid before any
Assembly e'/en though tht, constitution required this to be done within 6
months of its receipt.
The Council carried on a casual though consistent scrutiny of laws with a
view to determining which of them came into conflict with the Law of
Islam. It is pertinent to recall that this process of restoration of Muslim Law
started in India a decade before the creation of Pakistan. The Legislative
Assembly of India passed the Shdriat Ael in 1937. The Act superseded
customary law. It was the first attenl?t to codify Islamic law. This process
continues While President Ayub Khan was hesitant in introducing Islam in
the body politi;; of Pakistan; he gave the country a capital which is called
Islamabaa. The order which gave this title to the capital laid down that no
othe!" town or city in the country shall be called by this name. This
distinction of being the Metropolis of Islam would belong only to the capital
of a country which at that time claimed to be the largest Muslim State :>f the
world.
Islamabad was the popular name adopted in many towns in the country by
the poor areas but now it became the e)"clusive preserve of the capital. The
biggest mosque in the city,

which now houses the Islamic

University, was founded significantly b) King Faisal of Saudi Arabia.
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CHAPTER 5
ISMAIZATION Il'. F L\.KISTAN: 1971-1977
THE ERA OF ZULFIQAR ALI BHUTTO

CHAPTER V

5.

ISMAIZATION IN PAKISTAN: 1971-1977
THE ERA OF ZULFIOAR ALI BHUTTO

Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto assumed the position of the highest authority as a result
of an extraordinary political career. He had already served in the cabinet of
President Iskander Mirza and General Muhammad Ayub Khan as a

mini~ter .

The developments following the Indo-Pakistan war of September 1965 had
1

led to Bhutto's exit from Ayub Khan ' s cabinet in 1966. He had, however,
by then earned a reputation as a young nationalist with tlair of appeal for the
youth." His image as the champion of the rights and sovereignty of the
country was

g~eatly

enhanced by hi s moving presentation of Pakistan's case

in the Security Council during the 1965 war.' The period from the mid of
1966 until 1970, Mr. Bhutto spent most of his time in building up his
political posi'Lion.
Bhutto formally announced formation of his new party the Pakistan People's
Party (PPP) at Lahore in December 1967: J. A. Rahim, a diplomat, and Dr.
Mubashir Hasan, an engineer by profession , were the ideologues of the
party.l Towards the end of 1968, he had emerged as a formidable opponent.
In 1969, Ayub Khan, who ..... as ousted from the office in consequen~e of a
mass political agitation which paved the way for military regime of General
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Yahya Khan to assume the powi"r. In the following year general elections
were held in the country for the first time. Bhutto who came forward with a
promise of economic uplift receh.·d spontaneous support from the people in
West eakistan. BhllttO'S charismatic leadership projected himself as a
passionate champion of the rights of the common man. He rode to triumph
in West Pakistan during the general election. Although he had now emerged
as an elected leader

In

the western wing, political office eluded h.m. As

discussed earlier, the country was engulfed in a deep political crisis,
followed by the cataclysmic events of the army action and the civilian
uprising in East Pakistan that culminated in Indian aggression and the
secession of the eastern province. The dp.feat of the army during the IndiaPakistan war of December 197 J paved the way for Bhutto to use his
mandate to get political power transferred from General Yahya Khan.

1. A. Rahim, who had been instrumental in framing the fourfold motto and
drafting the Manilesto of the Pakistan People's Party in October 1966. The
nutshell of the program of the new party was on the following slogans:
I.

Islam is our Faith,

II.

Democracy is our Polity, and

III.

Socialism is our economy,

IV.

The sO:Jrce of power rests to the People.

Through a grand synthesis Bhutto apparently sought to create a society
based on religious faith, economic justice and popular rights 6 He came
forward with a program of economic and social reform and laid down the
guiding principles of his policy: Islam, Socialism and Democracy. A
promise of economic uplift was epitomized in the slogan of ROti. Kapra and

lSI

Makan (food, clothing and shelter). The manifesto contained the pledge to

nationalize hasic industries. During the election campaign of 1970, Bhutto
found the Opportunity to develop a mass following in the provinces of the
Punjab. ane! Sindh, which led to his electoral victory in the two provinces
Sind and Punjab.
The majorily of the people of Pakistan resides
mostly landless peasants, workers or

t~nants,

In th~

rural areas and is

who lived in appalling

conditions of extreme poverty and endured the oppression of the landlords
for generations. The inability to change the conditions of their lives had bred
deep apathy and they liveci as if they were the victims of nature's s-eemingly
unchanging laws.

5.1

EFFORTS FOR CONSTITUTION MAKING

Framing a new constitution was the highest priority for Bhutto. Therefore,
the developments in the directioi of constitution making began soon after
Bhutto had taken over power. The appointment of governors belonging to
the Pakistan People's party in th! p[{)\ inces of North- West Frontier (NWFP)
and Balochistan provoked the reaction of the National Awami Party (NAP)
and the Jamiat-ul-Ulema-i-Islam (JUl), which were the majority political
parties in those provinces. It may 'Je recalled that whereas the PPP had 82
seats out of the 144 National Assemhly seats, in the provinces it commanded
a majority only in the legislative assemblies of [he Punjab and Sindh. In the
North West Frontier Province, the People'5 Party had secured only 3 seats
out of the 40 seats of the provincial flssembly. In the case of the province of
Balochistan, the PPP had not been able to win a single seat out of a house of
20. In both these proYinces, the National Awami Party and the lantiat-ulUlema-i-Islam together commanded an absolute majority.
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The NAP and the lUI insisted on the appointment of their nominees as
governors in these two provinces on th: same basis as Bhutto had appointed
his own party men as governors in the Funjab and Sindh. It also campaigned
for the, lifting .of martial law and for the end of the Emergency, a demand,
which was joined in by other parties. It appeared that in any constitutional
scheme Bhutto could not ride roughshod over the wishes of these two
provinces where, apart from its negligible representation in the legislatures,
the hold of the People's' Party was practically non-existent. Obviously,
Bhutto could not continue to act indefinitely on the strength of martial law,
which would have meant increasing reliance on the army . There was a need
to place his authority on constitutional and a more durable basis.
An accord was reached with the National Awami Party and Jamiat-Ulema-iIslam on March 6. 1972. An order for a ,hort session of the National
Assembly 1972 was issued, summoning the national assembly on April 4,
1972 at Islamabad to frame an Interim Constitution for the country.' In its
session held on that day a unanimous vote of confidence in the leadership of
Zulfikar Ali Bhutto was passed. It was also announced that the martial law
would be lifted from April 2. 1972. The draft interim constitution was
adopted on April 17, 1972 and laid the legal basis of Bhutto's authority. The
interim constitution prescribed a presidential form of government at the
center and a parliamentary form of government in the provinces. K

5.2

THE CONSTITUTION OF 1973

On the day the interim constitution was adopted on April 17, 1972, the
national assembly also apfJointed a committee to prepare a draft of the ·
permanent constitution. The r·rogress towards the permanent constitution
was very difficult. Controversy and political conflict centered on the
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presidential versus a parliamelltary fonn of government and on the division
of powers be(ween the center and the provinces. Bhutto's own preference
for a presidential system wit'l a strong and stable executive was well
known. Equally detennined was the opposition to make the executive
answerable to the legislature. Apar< from the genuine fears of placing too
much authority in the hands of a prefoident, a parliamentary system
appeart'd to be a more practical response to the demand for regional selfexpression, keeping in view the lessons of the One Unit and the
Constitution of 1962. However, an accord was signed l:ly the leaders of all
the parliamentary parties and groups in the assembly representing the
Pakistan People's Party, Muslim League (Qayyum), National Awami
Party, Jamiat-Ulema-i-Islam, Council Muslim League, Jamiat-e-Ulama ePakistan, Jamait-i-Islami, Tribal Areas and Independents on October 20,
1972. NAP and JUI boycotted the National Assembly in the wakt' of the
dismissal of NAP-JUI government in Balochistan and the resignation of
the NAP-JUI government in the

~rontier

Province, and the violent

disruption of the meeting held by ' he opposition at Liaquat-Bagh in
Rawalpindi on 23 March. The boycott was ended on 10 April and the
assembly adopted it without dissent. The president authenticated the
pennanent constitution on 12 April 1973. The constitution laid down a
federal parliamentary system with a bicameral legislature. In'yielding to a
parliamentary form Bhut~o had shown flexibility . He was keen that the
constitution should carry a broad political consensus. But Bhutto's concern
for a stable executive was also conceded. A vote of no confidence against
the Prime Minister w:\s virtually made impossible for ten years in view of
the conditions, which were required to be satisfied before it could be
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,..
moved. 9 At the same time NAP-lUI dropped some of their demands in the
larger in~erest of the constitution. \0
The constitution of 1973 marked a major step forward. The framers of the
Constifution of 1956 could claim only a qualified representative position as
the members of the Constituent Assembly had been indirectly elected. The
general election planned for February 1959 was aborted by the promulgation
of marti ..1 law. Besides, the integration of the provinces of the west wing
into a single unit, which was an integral part of that constitution, could not
be said to have enjoyed the free consent of the smaller provinces and it
negated the federal principle. As for the constitution of 1962, it had owed its
creation to the will of a single man and provided for indirect elections. By
comparison, the constitution of J 973 had the distinction that the elected
representatives of the peopic: framed it and was based on consensus and
provided for adult

franchis~

provincial assemblies, and set

as the basis of election for the national and
U,J

a federation consisting of all the provinces.

The rise of Bhutto to the office of the chief executive of the state had
signaled the return of the polit.icians after an interval of about fifteen years.
For the first time the politicians were truly ascendant. In resolution, vision,
and ability, the new leader was equal to the task of creating a democratic
order based on social and economic justice to which his party was
committed. However, the foundations on which such a system could be built
were required to be laid. Over

OJ

long

perio~

of authoritarian rde, the

institutional framework of a representative system based on adult franchise
could not come :nto existence. On the other hand, even the basic institutions
of govemmer,t had undergone a decline. Likewise, public opinion had been
unable to fi!1d an opportunity to develop and organize itself to a level where
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it could compel observance of the spirit of the constitution. New truditions
and values were needf;d for a democratic

reco~lstrw~tion.

It is necessary to note that the fi ve years of Bhutto' s' governance shows a
curious contrast with the ideals of thp party. which is more a matter of
dismay.

Th,~

constitution of 1973 was a notable achievement. and it has ever

since se!"'. ed as a symbol of national consensus. Within a few hours of its
promulgation, however. under a proclamation of emergency. the right to
enforce fundamental rights was suspended. The

organizatior~

of the party

was neglected. In the absence of party election. leadership at various levels
was nominated. Power shined from the people to the party and from the
party to its leader who

towe i"(~d

over his lesser associates. No system of local

government was established to develop local leadership and democracy at
the grass roots.
The land reforms had generated a sense of self-respect. even defiance.
among the hitherto lowly. but a vast population of peasants. tenants and farm
workers . But they did not break or alter significantly the traditional power of
the feud,,1 class. Anwar H. Syed has expressed the view that, "Bhutto may.
indeed. have despised feudalism and wanted to abolish it. But it would not
be fanciful to suggest that he hoped to abolish it as much by inducing
landlords

t)

become successful entrepreneurs as by awakening the peasant to

resist assaults on his dignity as a human person and on his rights under the
law."I' Nevertheless. the radicalism of the party conflicted with the
perpetuation of the feudal power structure.
The Bhutto regime also faced" number of crises. among these one crisis was
the movement launched in 1976 for the declaration of the Ahmadis as a nonMuslim minority. The movement. which had a long history. was animated
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by a powerful religious sentiment. The politicians were of the view that in
the

proc~ss

of confronting

~he

situation the regime would be faced with a

dilemma The Ahmadis had relldered

con~iderable

service to Bhutto during

his election campaign and it was anticipated that he would find it difficult
either to ignore this fact or the strength of the community which had
international affiliations. But the opposition leaders had misjudged. Having
allowed the movement to reach a climax, Bhutto allowed the community to
be declared as a minority

by the national assembly

in dramatic

circumstances 'and thus claimed credit for an act, which he said, had eluded
politicians in the past. The religiL'us sentiment was no doubt satisfied. The
pol;tical aspect was ignored.
The moment of danger thus came and passed and the government became
entrenched in a position of seemingly impregnable authority. As the
enrolment of the membership of the People's Party began in the summer of
1976, the last stalwarts in the ol'Position were falling in order to gair access
to power. It was a long distance frum thl: ideals with which the new
government had begun its career. The inst:tutions of the state had been
subordinated to serve tl-te needs of afl authoritarian rule. The executive
authority had been used to bend all vpposition and the resources of the
nation employed to win the allegiance of men.
On 7 January 1977 news appeared in the national press announcing the
dissolution of the Assemblies and the holding of a general election to the
national and provincial assemblies on March 7 and 10, respectively.
Although th.,)re had been sone sper.ulation about the holding of the election
or its likely announcement of a date, the news hardly caused any stir. The
result of the elections was considered as a foregone c'>I1clusion.
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5.3

THE ISLAMIC PROVISION OF THE CONSTITUTION 1973

A general analysis of the Constitution of 1973 is outside the scope of our
work. We will confine ourselves to a nan"ation of its Islamic provisions in
the context of the earlier consti r,utions of 1956 and 1962.
Docume;)t begins in the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful. It
began the same way in 1956 and in 1962. The Preamble reflects the
sentiments

~xpressed

in the Objectives Resolution adopted by the first

Constituer.L Assembly. It

concede~

the principle that Sovereignty over the

entire universe belongs to Almighty Allah alone, and that the authority to be
exercised by the people of Pakistan is a sacred trust within the limits
prescribed by God.
The Pre1Jmble

IS

more detailed and more eloquent

character than

In

the previous constitutions. It talks of dedication to the

In

its representative

cause of "preservation of democracy achieved by the unremitting struggle of
the people against oppression and tyranny,,12 , and makes a spirited resolve to
create an ' egalitarian society through a new order', an idi0m vhich is
unfamiliar to the constitutional documents of 1956 and 1962. Unlike its
predecessors, it clearly implies that the present order is undesirable for it is
unjust.
Part I of the Constitution is intr Juuctory. The country is called the Islamic
Republic of Pakistan. Unlike 1962, there is no hedging or evasion on this
score. For the first time in the history of Pakistan, Islam is declared the State
religion of the country (Para 2) and the religion is identified with
progressive forces whir.h pledge to 'ensure the elimination of all forms of
exploitation and the gradual fulfillment of the fundamental principle, from
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each according to his ability, to each according to his work. The elimination
of exploit.ation was also contained in the two previous constitutions, but the
latter half of the article is entirely new modification of the socialist dictum.
Further according to Article 35 (a) the state shall raise the standard of all the
people by preventing the "concentration of wealth and means of production
and distribution in the hands of a few". \) The previous constiTutions spoke
not of 'concentration of wealth' but 'undue concentration of wealth'. The
words 'mean$ of production and distribution' are entirely new. This means
that whenever public demands, any industry, service etc. may be
nationalized.
These clauses were seen as a fulfillment of the socialist pledges given in the
Manifesto of the Pakistan Peoples Party which proclaimed: "Islam is our
religion, democracy our polilics and socialism is our economy". 14
Chapter I of Part II embodied fundamental rights. All laws inconsistent or in
derogation of Fundamental Rights were to be void. Security of person was
assured, and safeguards were provided as to arrest and detention; slavery,
forced

labor etc. were prohibited. Protection was provided against

retrospective punishment, against double punis"ment and self-incrimination.
Dignity 0f man was declared inviolable.

Fre~dom

of movement, assembly,

association, speech, trade, business or profession, was guaranteed as was the
freedom to profess religion and to manage religious institutions. No person
could be c(.mpellcd to pay any special tax the proceeds of which were to be
spent on the maintenance or propiigate of any religion other than his own.
Nor was any pcrson attending any educational institution required to receive
religious in::;truction or attend religious ceremonies or worship relating to a
religion othl:r than his own.

